
 

曼城大游行 14 JUNE 2015 

MANCHESTER DAY PARADE 
 

A festival of ideas, insight and inspiration   

  理念创作，洞察力和灵感的节日 

6/14/2015 Report published by MCC 

 
It’s a wonderfully fun and heart-warming parade. It returns to the 

MCC for 5th time following a successful preformed last year. 
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This report published by MCC. All info is available to view. 

Please feel free to contact us if you require further info.  
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Game On:  The war of art 
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The city transformed last Sunday with artists, musicians and performers setting all the city squares 

alight with artistic and cultural fusion. The free family attraction also supplied top street food and drink 

so there was something for everyone. Manchester Day Parade is commissioned by Manchester City 

Council for the people of Manchester and produced by outdoor art experts ‘Walk the Plank’. More than 

80 community groups, charities and volunteer groups take part and the work and dedication is essential 

to the parades repeat success.  

This year’s theme was – Game On! – Which celebrates the idea that games have influenced and 

shaped modern Manchester. This was shown in a myriad of ways but for those at the Manchester 

Chinese Center they incorporated Sun Tzu, the supreme art of war - meaning to subdue the enemy 

without violence.  

Its founder was a Chinese military general, strategist and philosopher called Sun Tzu (Sun Zi) who lived 

in the ancient China and wrote a book on military strategy called The Art of War. It was hugely 

influential and Sun Tzu has had a significant impact on both Chinese and wider Asian history and 

culture, both as the author of The Art of War and as a legendary historical figure.  
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During the twentieth century, The Art of War grew in popularity and has influenced those in the West as 

well; its influence was seen across missions in Asia, Europe, and America flowing through culture, 

politics, and military actions as well as business, economy, sports and games as well as modern 

warfare.  Recently IT companies use this strategy and philosophy to create computer games - which 

link in to Manchester’s rich history when it comes to tech! 

 
Those volunteers and students from The 

Manchester Chinese Centre who took part in 

the day parade showed the city of Manchester 

a dazzling show of costumes topped off with a 

magnificent dragon to match. The mix of 

vibrant costumes and performances from all 

involved in the event was spectacular and 

everyone should be proud of their participation. 

After 5 years of Manchester Parade, MCC 

decided to not only embrace their own culture 

but bring in elements from others as well. They 

introduced a Dance teacher who brought in a 

South American Culture in the form of rhythm 

dancing and samba music and the children did 

a performance showcasing what they learnt 

before the Parade.  
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All are welcome at MCC and all are pleased to see children from other cultural and racial backgrounds 

celebrating alongside each other and learning from each other, Manchester Day Parade encourages 

unity and respect for others and we are proud to have a part in that achievement. Lastly we would like 

to thank all of our volunteers who have put the time and effort into making all of the wonderful 48 

costumes we couldn’t have managed without you. 
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Jenny Wong Director of Manchester Chinese Centre said: “I love Manchester Day parade because it’s 

our show stage. We are putting ideas together and sharing our fun with different ethnic groups and the 

local community.  The Manchester Day Parade showed everyone just what a diverse community we 

have.  The celebrations were absolutely amazing! Also, it was great to see so many people in Streets 

supporting so many artists. It was brilliant.”  

 

 

Ru Lan Dance Team 
Leader 

I was absolutely delighted with the huge 
turnout. The atmosphere was tremendous 

all afternoon, my dance team was none stop 
dance for hours.  We were exhausted, but 

enjoyed it thoroughly!   

                                                                                                                                     

Quotes by Ru Lan 蓝茹 

 

I am learning Chinese at Manchester Chinese Centre.  It is great fun to be part of Manchester Parade. My job 

is leading the Dragon and none stop dance in the Street. I am absolutely enjoying every minutes of it.                

                                                                                                                 Quotes by Xanico Stevens 
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It was a fantastic turn out and an estimated 175,000 people flooded the streets for the sixth annual 

Manchester Day Parade topping the number last year! Manchester is a city of many cultures and it 

prides itself in that acceptance and respect….it’s a thing to be proud of and it makes us proud of the 

city we live in.   

 

 

 

 

Inspiration 
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+++++++++  

Manager of the Dragon Team

 
 

 

MCC Stage Manager Linda Chan  
 “The Manchester City Council expects the city to be the most multicultural diversified cities in the 

world. The great thing about Manchester Day Parade is that all groups are exclusive and that it really 
brings the city and its community together.  Maybe this is a special way to pay tribute to the people of 

Manchester. I love this city and the people!  

                                                                                                                                          Quotes by Linda Chan 

Danny Henry dance and musician teacher 
Manchester is the most vibrant and multicultural city in UK. The good side with Manchester city is that, 
many people of different origins coexists with each other harmony. I am very pleased to teach Chinese 
children South American Culture in the form of rhythm dancing and samba music. It is fantastic to see 
different communities and organisations took part of Manchester Day Parade each year. Manchester 
has been shaped by community, art, cultures and trades from around the world.                                                                                                                               
Quotes by Danny Henry 

Volunteering at Manchester Chinese Centre 

from 2013 was one of the factors that led to 

my interest in dentistry. This allowed me to 

develop my interpersonal skills with young 

people more frequently and also get to know 

the students and other colleagues more. 

Throughout the years I was also able to take 

part in many community projects, including 

participating in the Manchester Day Parade 

this year where I was one of navigator’s for 

our dragon float, thus had the duty of 

making sure the structure was moving 

properly through clear communication with 

my team. I am proud of leading our Dragon 

Term.  We have to learn how to operate and 

walk together with our metal the Dragon.  It 

is the most challenge task to move every 

step; the whole team have to work together 

under my supervision.                                                                                                                        

Quotes by Anthony Cheung 

 

Anthony Cheung and Ahmed Hassan 
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Health and Safety Manager Liping Wen  
‘‘It was a terrific experience! It is great that the Manchester City does this parade, I think it’s great to 
use the street as a stage to share our culture and art with everybody. Although the show was exciting, 

but I was so worried about the children’s health and safety; especially when they played with their 
sword. My job is health and safety manager, I have to make sure our group running smoothly. “  

                                                                                                                                            Quotes by Liping Wen                                                                                                                                                 
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Art and craft research by Eleanor Wong  

Art and craft has always been a passion of mine. I am very pleased to have this opportunity to create those 
special costumes, and practice Samba dance with live music.  I have gained such excellent knowledge of 
South American Culture in the form of rhythm dancing and samba music.  It is great way to celebrate 
diversity cultural achievements through Parade. 
                                                                                                                                   Quotes by Eleanor Wong  
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Dancers: Carmen Ng,  Winnie Oh 胡心如,  Elisabeth Smith 潘一一, Gao Rong Zhoo 肖贵荣, Nuo Shi Yu 余 诺

诗 and Wendy Wu 吴壹.  
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The supreme art of war is to subdue the enemy without 
fighting  

   

He who knows when he can Fight and when he cannot will 
be victorious 

Sun Tzu (Sun Zi) was a Chinese military general, strategist and philosopher who lived in the ancient China. 

He is traditionally credited as the author of The Art of War, an extremely influential ancient Chinese book on 

military strategy. Sun Tzu has had a significant impact on Chinese and Asian history and culture, both as the 

author of The Art of War and as a legendary historical figure.  

The Art of War by Sun Tzu, most famous military treatise in Asia for the last two thousand years. It has been 

influencing the Chinese Culture deeply over the years; even today.  Sun Tzu's work has been praised and 

employed throughout East Asia since its composition. During the twentieth century, The Art of War grew in 

popularity and saw practical use in Western society as well. It continues to influence many competitive 

endeavors in Asia, Europe, and America including culture, politics, military, business, economic, sports and 

games as well as modern warfare.  Recently IT companies use his strategist and philosophy to create 

computer games.  He is extremely popular in world-wide.   

We would like to build a huge metal Dragon like modern computer game.  The dragon could spring water, 

because this year is Water year in the Chinese calendar.  Our children could use Chinese military vest as 

costumes.  Our volunteers could make the costumes to match with our Dragon.  
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Prepare work as Sun Tzu’s qoutes - Strategic Attack 
 

知彼知己，百戰不殆；不知彼而知己，一勝一負；不知彼，不知己, 每戰必殆 

It is said that if you know your enemies and know yourself, you will not be imperilled in a hundred battles; if 
you do not know your enemies but do know yourself, you will win one and lose one; if you do not know your 

enemies nor yourself, you will be imperilled in every single battle. 
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                      Design by Jenny Wong  

 

Prepare dance and music in Oct 2014

 

 

We started South American dance training in Oct 2014.  Our children have to learn different culture and 

music.  Danny Henry ran our dance on Sat afternoon and Music on Sunday afternoon.  He has been 

providing a great knowledge of South American Culture in the form of rhythm dancing and samba 

music.    
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Chinese Culture VSP Samba Music 

 
是故百戰百勝，非善之善者也；不戰而屈人之兵，善之善者也。 

 
For to win one hundred victories in one hundred battles is not the acme of skill. To subdue the enemy 

without fighting is the acme of skill. 
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 Our friendship, our parade  

 

Xanico 
Stevens 
And  
Jian Liang 
Zhang 
from  
Mongolia 
They both 
love Street 

dancing.   
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Music Leader teacher Ying Ying Han

 

It has been pleasure to join the 
Manchester Day Parade and play 
with children together. This year, 
the theme is Game On. We use 
African style music with vivid 
rhythms to represent the Art of 
War by Sun Tzu. It is a great 
combination to promote 
multicultural communities. 
Although  most of children are 
Chinese, they are very open-
minded to adopt different styles 
of music, and grasp the rhythms 
so quickly, as well as enjoy 
themselves very much. 
 
         Quotes from Ying Ying Han 
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May 2015 Parade, WoW WORKSHOP  
Unit 4A, Manchester Industrial Estate, New Elm Road, Off Water Street, Manchester M3 4JW 

Ben Turner, stage manager and Jenny Wong, director of MCC are planning for the Parade costumes. 

Volunteers are learning how to make costume at the warehouse 

 

Stage Manger Ben Turner, Director Jenny Wong and Artistic Julian Taylor 
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Making costumes and sword 

 
All costumes have to hand print and add metal trimming 
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Making 48 Costumes at MCC by volunteers  
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Chinese Calligraphy workshop by Kunru Li 
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Building Dragon by Artistic Julian Taylor team 

 

 

Dragon head with LED 
lighting on the eyes 
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Learning how to walk with Dragon 
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Anthony Cheung from William Hulme School.  He is in-charge of the Dragon.  It is huge task and big 

Challenge for him.  He has to work with our artistic and volunteers.  
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Team work is main key to control our Dragon 
 All volunteers and participators have to register with MCC and signed agreement.  

 

Health and Safety is vital 
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Manchester Parade is our local community art 
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Press release by Manchester City Council 

 

The free family attraction will transform the city on Sunday, 14 June as the huge parade snakes through the 

city centre – and the city’s squares are filled with all manner of artists, musicians and performers, as well as 

top street food and drink.  

The theme – Game On! – celebrates the idea that games have influenced and shaped modern Manchester. 

This could be a celebration of the city’s sporting prowess; the creation of the world’s first computer, Baby; a 

nod to the city’s computer game industry and the next generation of coders; or even the Wythenshawe 

Games’  boxing granny (on the Nintendo Wii)!  

Whatever Game On! means to you, the theme promises imaginations gone wild. Expect a dazzling  

Array of giant characters, vibrant costumes, a kaleidoscope of colour, a cacophony of sound and music, an 

out-of-the-ordinary afternoon that will make audience ask: how did they do that!?  
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Manchester Day also welcomes Pixel – a sentient, highly advanced robotic explorer who arrived in the city 

the day of last year’s event. Falling instantly for Manchester, Pixel has spent the last year researching 

amazing facts about the city; their new adopted home.    

Follow @PixelMcrDay where the cheeky android will tweet a bounty of incredible factoids each day – and 

you can be part of the conversation #MCRDay  

Manchester Day – commissioned by the city council for Manchester people and produced by outdoor art 

experts Walk the Plank – is the product of months of work and effort by some of the region’s best artists, 

working with more than 80 community groups, charities and volunteer organisations.   

Last year, Manchester thronged with tens of thousands of people who filled the streets to watch the 

magnificent parade roll by, before wiling away the afternoon enjoying the entertainment and refreshment in 

the city’s squares and public spaces.   

Cllr Pat Karney, Chair of Manchester Day, said: “Five incredible years have made sure a generation of 

children look forward to Manchester Day more than their school summer holiday. It’s months in the making 

for a day of utter imagination, creativity and – what makes this city special – the can-do attitude that refuses 

to accept the impossible. I can hardly wait!”   

Cllr Rosa Battle, Manchester City Council’s executive member for culture and leisure, said: “First and 

foremost, Manchester Day is for families. Get all your relatives together, bring them into the city centre and 

witness one of the most impressive shows the UK has to offer. There is something for everyone, and the 

best part is that it’s completely free. See you there."  

Liz Pugh, of Walk the Plank, said: “Manchester Day Parade is a highpoint in Walk The Plank’s calendar.  

Working with local communities to develop memorable creative projects for everyone to enjoy is one of the 

things that Walk the Plank is best known for.” 

Thank acknowledgments  

鸣 谢  

Manchester City Council 
Company: walktheplank.co.uk 
Walktheplank Producer: Canadian Boyd 
Walktheplank Stage Manager: Ben Turner  
Dragon Artistic:   Julian Taylor  
MCC Organiser: Jenny Wong  
Health and safety Manager: Liping Wen 
MCC Stage Manager: Linda Chan and Qili Situ 
Samba Music and Dance teacher: Danny Henry 
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Music Leader: Ying Ying Han  
Dance leader: Ru Lan 
Dragon Team leader: Anthony Cheung 
Photographers: David Shum, Xinyu James Wang and Chris Harris  
Costume design: Eleanor Wong 

 
 
Banner:    

Alisia Qin-Godfrey, Angela Jackson,  Angela  Tse 谢 宜臻, Amy Chen,  Au Yeung Arene,  Ben Weng  翁本, Carol 

Hoi Shan Sham,  Carr Nam 嘉岚, Charlie Lee 李 承耀, Chen Hao xuan 陈浩轩, Gao Victoria 子 涵, Hong Xu,  

Hayley Shum 沈喜宜, Jia Rui Zhang 张嘉芮, Jin Lin Chen 陈 俊玲, Joshua Zheng 郑宇涵, Kenny Su 苏锐文, Lee 

Katie 李 思华, Leo Su 苏锐恒, Meiling Weng ,    Mr. Zheng , Mrs Oh, Mrs. Li, Mrs. Zheng,  Mrs. Sham,  Mrs. Yu,  

Paige Jackson, Pei Yang Zhen,  Shakira Stevens, Wu  Zhaochong 伍超嫦, Shi Qi Chen 陈恩琦, Shi Qin Li 李诗琴, 

Yuqi Zheng 郑雨琪, Yan Ping Zhu,  Xu GaoHong 徐桂香, He Jian Yu,  Zhao Fang Xing ,Xian Zheng, Juan Yu , Tse 

Amy 谢 宛臻, Zhou Joyce,  Lei Fang Gao ,  Yiu Sam Samm, Susan Cheung, Yan Mei Qing ,  Shu Yu Zhao 赵淑瑜, 

Zong Wen Yu 于宗文, Runhua Jiang , , Zhong Qing,  Haowen Chen 陈浩文, Mr.  Weng, Yuen Chun, Sidra Iftikhar, 

Nuoshi Yu, Xinmei Tan, and Ahmad Hassan. 

 

Costume making: Annie Ip, Carmen Ng 吴嘉文 , Haoxuan Chen 陈皓轩,  Eleanor Wong, Daniel He, Linda Chan, 

Jenny Wong,   Qili Situ, Liping Wen, Susan Cheung, Grace Wong, Anson Yu, Ying Ying Han, Kurun Li, Joy Zhao, and 
Mei Rong Cheung.  
 
Music team:  

Allen Zhao 赵方兴, Alvin Chen 陈 焱坤, Anthony Soi 蔡盛煜, Brandan Sham 沈柏进, Dominic Soi 蔡盛权, Kuru 

Kevin Li 李坤儒, Leo Chen 陈 焱溱, , Thomas Iddon, 尤竟旭, Mr. Iddon and Hung Chin Yu 

 
Dance team:  

Annie Yip,  Carmen Wu 吴嘉文, Eleanor Wong, Elisabeth Smith 潘一一, Gao Rong Zhoo 肖贵荣, Kerri Natalie 

Hoyee Sham 沈可宜, Lan Yu 蓝茹,   Lee 李 嘉慧,  Nicole Soi, Liuning Pan Smith, Qili Situ, Nuo Shi Yu 余 诺诗, 

Wendy Wu 吴壹, Winnie Oh 胡心如, Xanico Stevens, Zhang Jian Liang 张建良, Parents and volunteers.  

 
Dragon team:  

 Anthony Cheung (Team Manager),  Ahmed Hassan,  Daniel He 何承恩, Jinxiang He,  Kevin But,  甄沛洋, Gao Yun 

Tian 高云天,  Ming Hua Chan,   Shun Zhu 朱  舜，,   Chun Yu  Zhang 张 春瑜 ，Pei Ming Li 李沛   明  , Qing Hai Li  

李 清 海 ,  Susan Cheung,  Torkild Smith,  Xin Yu Wang, Yuan Hao  Xuan  袁颢轩, Yuan 袁千千 and Zhang Wen Di  

张文迪. 

 
Community sign:   

Dylan Heng Yi Zhu 朱 恒毅 and Yan Ping Zhu 朱  燕   平 


